Abstract: In this paper, a Next Best View (NBV) approach with a profiling stage and a novel utility function for 3D reconstruction using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is proposed. The proposed approach performs an initial scan in order to build a rough model of the structure that is later used to improve coverage completeness and reduce flight time. Then, a more thorough NBV process is initiated, utilizing the rough model in order to create a dense 3D reconstruction of the structure of interest. The proposed approach exploits the reflectional symmetry feature if it exists in the initial scan of the structure. The proposed NBV approach is implemented with a novel utility function, which consists of four main components: information theory, model density, traveled distance, and predictive measures based on symmetries in the structure. This system outperforms classic information gain approaches with a higher density, entropy reduction and coverage completeness. Simulated and real experiments were conducted and the results show the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed approach.
Introduction
The ability to reconstruct 3D models of large structures has been utilized in various applications such as infrastructure inspection [1] [2] [3] and search and rescue [4, 5] . Reconstruction tasks are typically performed using conventional methods either by following an autonomous procedure such as moving a sensor around the structure of interest at fixed waypoints or following manual procedure. Performing this process manually is considered time consuming and provides no guarantees of coverage completeness or reproducibility. In addition to this, a basic autonomous process may not work on large complex objects due to the presence of occlusions and hard to view surfaces.
The increasing autonomy of robots, as well as their ability to perform actions with a high degree of accuracy, makes them suitable for autonomous 3D reconstruction in order to generate high quality models. If an existing model is provided, then an exploration path could be computed offline, which is then executed by the robot during the reconstruction task [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, these reference models are usually not available, not provided, or inaccurate. Therefore, a common approach is to instruct the robot to navigate around the object and iteratively construct a 3D model of it without a priori knowledge. To navigate iteratively in an informed manner, the Next Best View (NBV) is determined based on the data gathered, and a utility function that evaluates the gain from different candidate locations (usually referred to by viewpoints) [10] [11] [12] .
Several methods are proposed in the literature to tackle the problem of non-model based exploration. Some of the presented work in the literature models the exploration problem as a partial differential equation (PDE) whose result is a vector field, where the next best position is selected based on the path of steepest descent [13] . However, solving these PDEs may not consider the motion constraints of the robot and is considered computationally expensive [14] . An alternative approach is the genetic algorithm which facilitates computing many random paths that are crossed at random points [15] . The genetic algorithm would then select the best path by evaluating the random paths based on the specified task. Moreover, frontier methods perform well in constrained areas and indoors [1, 16] . In these environments, the frontier may exist at the start of a room or the end of a corridor. However, a large unexplored space exists in outdoor environments represented by the sky and the large empty areas with no obstacles. This can generate a huge frontier where it can potentially reach the horizon. The work in [17] shows that frontier method consumes time on evaluating the various amounts of viewpoints in outdoor environments while Oshima et al. [18] was able to mitigate this by finding the centroids of randomly scattered points near the frontiers using clustering, and then evaluating them as candidate viewpoints. A similar approach is performed in [19] , which generates viewpoints randomly and prioritizes them, and then selects the viewpoints based on the visibility and distance. In addition to this, the work in [16] selects the frontiers that minimizes the velocity changes.
Additional work that focuses on the surface and accuracy of the reconstructed model is presented in [20] [21] [22] . The work in [20] iteratively samples a set of candidate viewpoints then selects the optimal one based on the expected information gain, the distance and the change of direction. The work presented in [22] utilizes the approach of set cover problem to generate candidate samples that cover frontiers and then it generates the connecting path using Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to generate maximal coverage. The work in [21] focuses on the surface quality where a path is generated for sectors of low quality and uncovered frontiers. Other proposed work perform initial scanning to get an overview of the unknown structure before the main exploration process, as described in [23, 24] . The limitation of the work presented in [23] is that the initial scan is performed at specified altitude and the exploration path is generated offline, similar to model based approaches. Similarly, in [24] , the work performs scanning at specified altitude and then generates a 3D model that is then exploited to generate the trajectory to get an accurate reconstructed model.
Unlike the presented approaches, we propose a methodology that utilizes a UAV platform with a sensor suite that enables it to explore complex unknown structures without a priori model by following a Guided NBV strategy. The main aim of the proposed work is to explore unknown structures and to provide dense 3D reconstructed models. The proposed Guided NBV starts by performing a profiling step of the structure to provide an initial quick scan that improves coverage completeness and guides the iterative NBV process. The end result of NBV exploration is a set of scans, gathered in an iterative manner to cover a complex structure. The constructed 3D model can then be used for inspection or mapping applications. The path is generated utilizing the Information Gain (IG) of the viewpoints using a probabilistic volumetric map representation OctoMap [25] . An open source ROS package implementation of our proposed Guided NBV is available in [26] . The main contributions in this paper are as follows:
• A new frontier based view generator is proposed that defines frontiers as low density cells in the volumetric map.
• A novel utility function is proposed to evaluate and select viewpoints based on information gain, distance, model density and predictive measures.
• A set of simulations and real experiments were performed using structures of different shapes to illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
Our proposed approach is presented in Section 2 providing a general overview of the main components. Then, each of the main components of the proposed approach is described in details as follows: mapping in Section 2.1, profiling in Section 2.2, predictive model generation in Section 2.3, viewpoints sampling in Section 2.4, viewpoints evaluation in Section 2.5, and termination in Section 2.6. Section 3 presents both the simulated and real experiments used to validate the proposed methodology and the obtained results. Section 4 summarizes the results discussion. Finally, our conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
Methods
The proposed Guided NBV approach scans the structure encapsulated in a workspace of known dimensions in order to obtain an initial rough model of the structure. This model is referred to as the profile in this work, as it illustrates the overall structure shape and the model main geometric features. Profiling is the process of generating the profile.
After the profiling process, the standard NBV method steps are performed iteratively, as shown in Figure 1 . The method samples a set of viewpoints, which are evaluated to determine the next best viewpoint. The selected viewpoint is then followed by the UAV where it updates the model using the obtained observations. If the termination condition is not satisfied, the process is repeated. Following these steps forms a full iteration of NBV. All of these steps are discussed in details in the next sections.
The system can operate using different number of camera sensors with varying sensor ranges and fields of view. There are two main assumptions used in the proposed system: availability of an accurate global positioning system and a workspace of known dimensions. 
3D Mapping
The 3D mapping module performs the data acquisition related to the NBV process. This module is also responsible for the 3D mapping associated processes such as density calculations, saving/loading maps and storing the final structure model. Two representations are used in the 3D mapping module processes: a 3D occupancy grid map consisting of voxels (OctoMap) to guide the NBV process and a point cloud for the final 3D reconstruction. The gathered data by the RGBD sensors and LIDAR are used to update these representations at each iteration.
The final model of the object of interest is created using the point cloud data. During the NBV exploration, the point cloud is used to create a 3D occupancy grid using the OctoMap implementation. The collected point cloud is used to generate a 3D model of the object once the mission is completed. Then, the collected images during the NBV exploration can be used to texture the final generated mesh model.
The 3D occupancy grid divides space into a grid of voxels where each voxel is marked with one state as being free (containing no points), occupied (containing points), or unknown. Using the OctoMap, continuous values are stored rather than discrete state in order to determine the likelihood of a voxel being occupied, with likelihood of 0 being free, 1 being occupied, and 0.5 meaning it could be occupied or free with equal likelihood. Using OctoMap, a set of occupancy and clamping thresholds are defined for the upper and lower bounds of occupancy probabilities to represent the different states and ensure that confidence is bounded. The notion of entropy from information theory is used to determine the amount of remaining information in the scene. The entropy e i of the voxel i with occupancy probability p i is computed using Equation (1) .
In NBV, the "next best view" has to be determined iteratively at each step. Different sensors could be used in the 3D mapping process, each with different limitations including: resolution, maximum/minimum range and Field Of View (FOV). Considering these limitations, it is possible to quantify the Information Gain (IG) metric, which is the amount of information that a particular view contains. To compute IG, a ray casting process is performed from the candidate viewpoint, as shown in Figure 2 . The occupancy grid is not suitable for reconstructing the final structure since it cannot capture the fine details of the structure being constructed. Instead, point cloud is used to construct the final 3D mesh since it is denser and more precise. However, the occupancy grid is a more efficient data representation that facilitates differentiating between free and unexplored space, essential information for computing IG during the Guided NBV approach.
Point Density
During the final iterations of the Guided NBV, the proposed approach switches from exploration to improving the quality of the reconstruction. This ensures a dense and complete coverage without major gaps in the model. A density measure is included in the proposed method in order to account for this switch.
Computing the density by only considering the number of points in each voxel provides poor density estimation for complex structures. Some parts of these structures partially passes through the voxel such as curved areas. This makes the density based frontier viewpoint generator (described in Section 2.4) select these areas consistently even though their density will not change. Therefore, we introduce a new density measurement that considers the neighboring points of each point in the final point cloud. The points' neighbors are found by performing a search for points within a radius r search from the point. The computed data are then stored with the 3D occupancy grid, which stores the average density of the points and the number of points in that voxel. A 2D example of calculating the density in each cell is shown in Figure 3 . 
Profiling
The main aim of the profiling stage is to generate an initial rough model that can guide further NBV exploration. To capture the profile, a laser range finder is used to perform this initial scan. Although the profile can be obtained using visual data, but structure-from-motion and stereoscopic readings provide poor distance estimation at longer ranges, and require multiple viewpoints in order to compute the position of an observed point. Therefore, the combined distance and angular capabilities of LIDARs allow the system to collect sparse data about a large structure quickly.
The proposed profile approach creates a suitable path that allows the sensor to move using a set of fixed waypoints on the surface of the structure's bounded rectangular workspace. This requirement is reasonable in many scenarios since the object being reconstructed is on a known size in a controlled environment. In many cases, the structure is contained within a 3D workspace and occupies finite dimensions. The bounded workspace size can be obtained by either estimation or measurement. Based on the obtained workspace limits, the motion of the sensor is constrained to the bounds of this workspace. The sensor data are gathered and processed as the sensor moves. Updating the occupancy grid is performed by buffering and synchronizing the scan data with the corresponding sensor positions along the trajectory. Once the entire scan is complete, the map is updated in batch using the buffered data. A rectangular bounded box is shown in Figure 4 where the UAV is moved to eight fixed waypoints. 
Exploiting Possible Symmetry
The generated profile may have deficiencies and gaps due to sensor limitations and occlusions. To enhance the obtained structure initial model, the profile can be exploited to make a better prediction by utilizing symmetries that exist in many structures. In this work, reflectional symmetry is utilized, making use of our technique described in [27] . The main steps of symmetry detection described in [27] include: computing keypoints and features in the profile, matching keypoints and fitting planes, determining the symmetry plane using fitted planes, and reflecting a copy of the profile point cloud across line of symmetry. Once the symmetry predicted point cloud is obtained, a new 3D occupancy grid is created using this point cloud with the same resolution and bounds as the main 3D occupancy grid. The areas which consists of predicted points are considered occupied while the rest of the space is assumed to be unknown. Only two states are considered important in the new generated 3D grid: occupied (i.e., predicted) or not. The voxels are expected to be occluded by unseen prediction if the ray length in the predicted 3D grid is shorter than the main 3D map. Using ray-tracing for the purpose of prediction update, the rays are taken to the predictive 3D map where voxels are set to free space if they intersect with the ray. The work presented in [27] explains how symmetry prediction reduces travel cost and improves coverage by correctly predicting unknown cells are part of the surface rather than a large section of an unknown space (given an inflated information gain value).
Viewpoint Sampling
The process of determining the next best possible viewpoint in a continuous 3D space is intractable, as there an infinite number of possible viewpoints. A few selected viewpoints are sampled, utilizing two proposed approaches: Adaptive Grid Viewpoint Sampling (AGVS) and Frontier Viewpoint Sampling (FVS). The entire Guided NBV process terminates if no more valid candidate viewpoints can be generated. The AGVS viewpoint sampling method is initially used until a local minima is detected based on the entropy change. The viewpoint sampling component switches to FVS, as illustrated in Figure 1 , which will direct the robot towards areas with low density. After covering the low density area, the viewpoint sampling switches back to AGVS.
Our AGVS approach described in [27] samples a few viewpoints in the vehicle's nearby vicinity. It performs position sampling (x, y, z) and orientation based sampling (yaw). This method reduces travel cost by sampling viewpoints in the nearby vicinity, although it is not globally optimal. Figure 5 shows an example of adaptively generated viewpoints at different scales.
A local minimum is assumed if the maximum entropy change per voxel falls below a threshold within the past few iterations. Therefore, the viewpoint generator switches to FVS, which places the sensor directly in front of regions of interest and frontiers. A frontier is defined in the literature as the boundary between known and unknown space. In our work, frontiers are defined as voxels with low density. By focusing on low density frontiers, obtaining new information is guaranteed. Based on a specified density threshold, a set of frontier voxels is generated. The set of frontiers is clustered using Euclidean based clustering method and the centroid of each cluster is determined. The nearest centroid is then selected to be used in generating the views that fully covers it. The viewpoints are sampled on a cylindrical shape considering the centroid of the cluster as a center. Three layers are generated at different heights from the centroid. Furthermore, four viewpoints are generated at each layer with orientation pointing towards the central axis (the axis passes through the centroid of the cluster). Using three layers around the cluster with viewpoints pointing to the central axis facilitates providing full coverage of the cluster from different directions. This is illustrated in Figure 6 . The validity of viewpoints is checked iteratively as they are generated. The viewpoint is validated by checking if it is in a free space, within workspace bounds, not colliding with octree map, and the centroid is inside its FOV. The visibility of each viewpoint is then obtained in the cylinder utilizing the concept of occlusion culling described in [7] to check the frontier cluster coverage. Occlusion culling process extracts visible points that exist in a viewpoint FOV. The Guided NBV process terminates if all the generated viewpoints by the used method are considered not valid.
Viewpoint Evaluation
The next best view is determined by selecting the viewpoint that maximizes a utility function. The utility function is computed for each candidate viewpoint using their visible point cloud and occupancy grid. Once the best viewpoint is selected, the vehicle navigates to that viewpoint position, collects data using the mounted sensors, and updates the constructed 3D model accordingly.
The proposed utility function rewards some behaviors and penalizes others. The main objective of our proposed utility function is to maximize the IG, and the density of the final 3D reconstructed model. The utility function also needs to penalize far away viewpoints and utilize the predictions made utilizing the reflectional symmetry feature if it exists. The utility function is calculated for each candidate viewpoint, by evaluating their covered regions, in order to select the best one based on utility value. The proposed utility function formulation is presented in Equation (2) where U is the utility function value,Ê is a normalized expected entropy in the visible candidate region,D is a normalized average point density in the visible candidate region, N occ is the number of visible occupied nodes in the visible candidate region,P is the normalized ratio of predicted voxels to N occ , d is the Euclidean distance from the current position to the selected viewpoint and α, β, γ, and λ are the weights of each component. The inclusion of each of these terms is described further below.
Information Gain (IG) is often used in the literature [17, 28, 29] , which aims at minimizing the remaining total information by measuring the total entropy of voxelsÊ in a given viewpoint's visible candidate region. The other part is the weighted information gain described in [17] , which aims at minimizing euclidean distance d while maximizing the IG. These two parts are combined in our proposed utility function in addition to the other terms.
Viewpoints with high number of occupied voxels are given extra weight in order to direct the vehicle towards areas that overlap with the previous views. This happens when the profile has vast unexplored areas around the structure, which would make the vehicle select unknown voxels that might be away of the structure to maximize information. However, rewarding viewpoints based on high occupied voxels count could lead to the selection of uninformative viewpoints. Therefore, the logarithm is used to avoid this since it rewards increasing magnitudes but does not show significant increase between magnitudes. In our implementation, the base-10 logarithm is used instead of the base-e logarithm since it has a larger interval between magnitudes. This feature facilitates differentiating between viewpoints of extremely low and moderate N occ without rewarding higher N occ excessively. Any higher base-j logarithm can be used in order to further flatten the higher magnitudes effect.
The density is calculated as described previously, utilizing the average number of points in a voxel. The number of predicted voxels is determined by performing ray casting as described in Section 2.3. The prediction ratio is computed using Equation (3), whereP is the normalized ratio of predicted voxels, N pred is the number of predicted voxels in viewpoint, and N occ is the number of occupied voxels in viewpoint.P
Termination
In general, a suitable termination condition is adapted for each application, but it is difficult to quantify the desired criteria. In ideal scenarios, once the system has achieved coverage completeness, the process should terminate. However, computing coverage percentage without the original reference model is considered difficult. The work presented in [19, 30] terminates if no viewpoint has an IG above a predefined threshold while the work in [31] terminates if the difference in total entropy reduction decreased below a predefined threshold. Three termination conditions are used in our Guided NBV method: comparing the current NBV process iteration number with a predefined maximum iterations number, checking the global entropy E change after n iterations [32] , or when no valid viewpoints are generated by the viewpoint sampling component. as mentioned previously.
Using global entropy change approach, the process terminates if the condition |%∆E| < %∆E threshold is satisfied for more than n consecutive iterations. To avoid premature termination if the method is stuck in a local minimum, a sufficient value of n is selected. If the total number of unknown voxels is very large, the values of E n and E n−1 will be large and hence the difference will be small. This could happen in large complex structures represented using voxels with small resolution or when the profile quality is not good. Therefore, for large structures, several consecutive iterations need to be selected to check the differences.
The NBV termination conditions related to the viewpoints validity and vehicles motion repetition check are embedded as part of the NBV cycle. The other termination conditions related to the fixed maximum number of iterations and global entropy change are selected based on the application where only one of them is selected. UAVs have limited flight time, which requires selecting a suitable termination method based on the conducted experiment. In practical applications, the maximum number of iterations could be selected based on the complexity of the structure, and the amount of captured information. The amount of captured information at each viewpoint is affected by the number of used sensors and the voxels ray-tracing process.
Experimental Results
To perform experimental evaluation, four models were selected: an A340 aircraft and a power plant models used in simulation, and a lab representative model and an airplane used for the indoor real experiments. These models represent environments with different geometrical features in terms of shapes, curves, textures, and volumes. Two real indoor experiments were conducted using different structures in order to validate the applicability of the Guided NBV system. In all experiments, collision check with the structure was performed by constructing a circular collision box around the UAV. The motion of the UAV was also constrained within the specified structure workspace dimensions. Figure 7 shows an example of the circular collision box created to check the viewpoints validity. The path connecting the current position with the next candidate viewpoint was also checked for collision, utilizing the generated profile to compute path intersections. If the path intersected with the profile, the viewpoint was discarded and another candidate viewpoint was checked. This allowed avoiding collisions with the structure while following the path connecting viewpoints.
Simulated Experiments

Simulation Setup
The first two scenarios were Software-In-The-Loop (SITL) [33] experiments using simulated Iris quadrotor platform. The quadrotor consists of RGBD sensors with a range of 0.3-8 m and a laser scanner mounted at 10 • around y axis, with FOV of 180 • and range of 0.1-30 m. The SITL system uses a PX4 Firmware [33] similar to the real UAV system Firmware. The simulated Firmware and the on board computer communicate through the mavlink protocol using a ROS plugin (mavros) [34] . The 3D occupancy grid was processed and represented using OctoMap library [25] , while the processing of the point cloud was performed using the Point Cloud Library [35] . The octree resolution was selected to be 0.2 m for both scenarios since they include complex large structures that have detailed shapes. A collision radius of 1.5 m was selected based on the size of the used quadrotor. For the AGVS view generator, the selected sampling distance δd was 1 m while the selected sampling angle was π 4 to allow the view generator create a variety of possible viewpoints that points to the structure. Table 1 summarizes the other parameters used in the two simulation scenarios. The specified number of vertices and faces of the structures mesh models defines the amount of details each structure contains in addition to coverage problem scale based on the workspace dimensions. The coverage evaluation was performed by comparing two new occupancy grids where the first was constructed from the final point cloud and the second one from the points sampled from the original mesh. Based on the percentage matching between the two occupancy voxel grids, the coverage percentage was evaluated. Using this approach with different voxel sizes allows measuring two different types of coverage including overall shape coverage (large voxels, e.g., 0.5 m), and detailed shape coverage (small voxels, e.g., 0.05 m). In both scenarios, the proposed Guided NBV was compared against the two state-of-the-art utilities functions, namely weighted IG [17] and total entropy of voxels in viewpoint [29] , applying the same parameters for all the experiments.
Simulation Results
•
Aircraft Model A 3D reconstructed model of an aircraft was generated in this experiment by exploring the bounded box of the structure. A dense point cloud map was generated using the data collected at the selected viewpoints along the generated exploration path in simulation. Figure 8 presents the achieved coverage and the path generated to cover the aircraft model. Table 2 illustrates the results obtained by our proposed method when compared to other two approaches in terms of coverage, distance, and entropy reduction. As shown in the table, the density and resolution of the reconstructed model is low (15.3%) since the profiling was performed at the edges of the bounded workspace from a long distance. The overall achieved coverage approaches high percentages (99.0%) and improves the model density when our proposed Guided NBV method was used. Since the aircraft model is symmetric, the utility function weights were selected to achieve high density and utilize the existing prediction measures. Using the proposed utility function with the selected weights, as shown in Table 1 , facilitated the capturing of more data by allowing the UAV to travel around the structure more efficiently. The plot shown in Figure 9 illustrates the average density attribute along the iterations for each of the used utility functions. As shown in the plot, the proposed utility function achieves higher density values per voxel in each iteration than the other two approaches. The plot is non-monotonic since the average density was computed based on the size of point cloud and the number of occupied voxels in the octree. At complex curved areas, some voxels hold few points compared to other voxels, which creates the difference in the average density. The details of the structure were captured with high coverage density when evaluated with voxels of resolution 0.05 m. However, this achieved improvement in coverage comes at a cost which is an increase in the traveled distance. •
Power Plant Model
Similarly, the power plant structure was 3D reconstructed by exploring the bounded box of the model workspace. The collected data at each viewpoint in simulation were used to generate a dense point cloud map. The generated paths and achieved coverage are shown in Figure 10 , and the results compared with two other approaches are illustrated in Table 3 . As shown in the table, the resolution and density of the reconstructed structure is low (15.1%).
The Guided NBV achievesd high coverage percentages compared to the two other illustrated approaches. The longer path distance is compensated by a better coverage percentage and average density (proposed density = 177 pt/voxel, Bircher et al. [17] = 140 pt/voxel, Isler et al. [29] = 152 pt/voxel). Moreover, the Guided NBV achieves high coverage (97.5%) for the power plant structure compared to Song and Jo [21] (96.32%) and Song and Jo [21] (90.45%) using similar setup and structure model. The power plant model is not symmetric, thus the utility function weights were selected to achieve high density, as shown in Table 1 . The plot shown in Figure 11 illustrates the average density and entropy attributes along the iterations showing the FVS effect on the reduction of the entropy and the increase of the density at some areas. Using the AGVS sampling method with FVS facilitated dense coverage, exceeding 90%. This is mainly due to the ability to take larger steps to escape local minima. 
Real Experiments
Real Experiment Setup
The third and fourth scenarios were performed in an indoor lab environment using a UAV platform. A DJ I F450 quadrotor based frame was used with a Pixhawk autopilot system running PX4 Firmware [33] . A Jetson TX2 onboard computer is mounted on the quadrotor running the Guided NBV process, and it is connected to the autopilot system via mavlink protocol [34] . A ZED Mini camera of a FOV (90H, 60V) is mounted on the quadrotor with a 0 • tilt angle, at −0.18 m along the z-axis. A hokuyo LIDAR is mounted on the quadrotor for profiling at −0.08 m along the z-axis. The position of the quadrotor is determined using an Optitrack motion capture system [36] . Figure 12 shows the quadrotor utilized in this experiment. A collision radius of 0.8 m was selected based on the size of the DJI 450. For the AGVS viewpoints generator, the selected sampling distance δd was 0.5 m while the selected sampling angle was π 4 . These viewpoints generator parameters were selected to facilitate the generation of a set of possible viewpoints within the indoor lab workspace dimensions. The utility function weights were selected also to be as α = 100, β = 1, γ = 0, λ = 0.2. A fixed number of iterations was selected as the termination condition. Table 4 summarizes the other parameters used in the two real experiments scenarios. Offline 3D reconstruction of the selected structures was performed using the collected images during the Guided NBV exploration. While the UAV was exploring the environments, an OctoMap was generated using the processed point cloud.
Real Experiment Results
•
Representative Model A representative model in an indoor lab environment was used in this experiment. The proposed Guided NBV was performed starting with a profiling stage, and then executing the NBV iterative process using quadrotor platform, as described previously. The generated exploration path is shown in Figure 13 , which consists of 40 viewpoints, with a path length of 32 m, generated in 8 min. The obtained average density is 33 points/voxel and the entropy reduction value is 30, 140. The plot shown in Figure 14 shows the decreasing entropy and increasing density behaviors across the iterations. A feasible exploration path was generated by our proposed Guided NBV approach for the indoor structure. This is demonstrated in the 3D OctoMap (resolution of 0.04 m) of the structure, which was generated while exploring the environment using the real quadrotor UAV platform and collecting data along the path. The final textured 3D reconstructed model is shown in Figure 15 . Trajectory planning could be performed to connect the waypoints optimizing the path for the UAV acceleration or velocity as a further enhancement. The illustration of the indoor lab experiment of Scenario 3 is shown in a video at [37] . •
Airplane Model
In this experiment, another model of different complexity in terms of shape and texture was selected which is the airplane. The generated exploration path is shown in Figure 16 and it consists of 60 waypoints, with a path length of 55.4 m, generated in 15 min. Figure 17 shows the plot of the obtained increasing average density and decreasing entropy with an average density of 45 points/voxel and entropy reduction value is 28949. The achieved results show the applicability of our proposed NBV exploration method to different structures, which can be illustrated in the generated 3D OctoMap (resolution of 0.02) of the airplane structure. A finer OctoMap resolution was used since the airplane consists of more details and edges than the previous representative model. The final textured 3D reconstructed model of the airplane is shown in Figure 18 . The illustration of the indoor lab experiment of Scenario 4 is shown in a video at [38] . 
Discussion
Using our proposed Guided NBV facilitates exploring unknown structures to provide 3D reconstructed model that can be used for different purposes such as inspection. Experiments were performed using different structures of interest to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Guided NBV. According to the obtained results from simulated structures, the Guided NBV generated feasible paths for the aircraft model, and power plant model. This was demonstrated in the final dense point cloud map, which can be further used to generate a 3D reconstructed model. The proposed approach was applied on symmetric and not symmetric structures by modifying the proposed utility function weights accordingly. The achieved results were compared with two other utility functions, which showed reconstructed models with low density and resolution compared to our final reconstructed model. Our proposed FVS facilitated escaping local minima by taking large steps, which increased density and reduced entropy. The paths connecting the viewpoints that cover frontiers affect the utility since they are located in different locations when the coverage reach high percentages. In addition, the path needs to avoid colliding with the structure. This effect is controlled using the penalizing distance factor parameter. Although covering frontiers with low density increases the traveled distance, it allows achieving higher density and coverage of the structure.
The proposed Guided NBV was also validated in a real indoor environment using representative model and airplane model. Using a real quadrotor platform, the Guided NBV generated exploration paths for both models demonstrating their feasibility in the final generated 3D OctoMap and 3D textured model. The collected images along the path could be used to enhance the texture of the final reconstruction in simulated experiments. The generated path could be further enhanced by performing trajectory planning optimizing the path between the waypoints considering the UAV motion constraints including velocity and acceleration.
Conclusions
In this paper, a Guided NBV approach is proposed to explore unknown large structures and 3D reconstruct them. Our approach facilitates the practical deployment of UAVs in reconstruction and inspection applications when a model of the structure is not known a priori. Our proposed NBV starts with an initial scanning step called profiling that facilitates the NBV process. Our main contributions with respect to the state-of-the-art include: a density frontier based viewpoint generator, an adaptive based viewpoint generator that avoids local minima, and a novel utility function. The four main components of the proposed utility function are information gain, distance, density and symmetry prediction. The total remaining information is minimized using the information theory approach, while the travel cost is minimized by the distance component. The density component facilitates generating final dense 3D model. A set of simulations and real indoor experiments were performed with structures of different shapes and complexities. The achieved results demonstrate that our proposed approach improves coverage completeness, density and entropy reduction compared to the other state-of-the-art approaches. The implementation of the proposed algorithm is accessible in [26] . For the future work, the proposed method will be extended to use multi-agent systems and to use deep reinforcement learning to detect occluded parts accurately. The view selection will also be extended to consider the energy of the UAV and the covered surface area. The trajectory of the UAV will be enhanced by performing trajectory planning considering the UAV motion constraints. Funding: This research received no external funding.
